flooro

in contact with nature

flooro oak flo0ring

Welcome to
the world of
flooro
Here the highest quality workmanship
is intertwined with state-of-the-art
technology, while the innovative and
versatile design complements the
superior functionality.
flooro wooden flooring is a
combination of two elements: the
passion for creating beautiful and
new-style wooden flooring and
the desire to satisfy customers by
perfectly matching the product to
their needs and tastes.
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flooro oak flo0ring

European
Oak
European Oak (Quercus robur)
is the most valued native deciduous
tree species. It grows naturally in
Europe and parts of West Asia.
It is a long-living tree and can
grow for over 300 years. Individual
specimens can live up to 1000 years
and reach a height of 40 metres.
Oak wood is light to dark brown
in colour.
Considered a versatile material with
many applications, it can be applied
indoors and outdoors. It is medium
shrinkage timber of high hardness
and density and it is the density
that is responsible for its excellent
mechanical properties.
This product is characterized by
high compressive and static bending
strength, and due to its high resistance
to mechanical damage and its visual
qualities, it is an excellent flooring
material.
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flooro oak flo0ring

Engineered
flooro
oak panels
The surface of flooro flooring is produced from
European Oak which is seasoned before drying.
The entire mechanical drying process is then performed
in the chambers based on an original method, thus
minimizing stresses in the timber. The end product is
flooro flooring characterized by very high dimensional
stability.
Easy and fast assembly is possible due to the special fin
and groove design. This design allows the material to be
pressed down while maintaining an exact tolerance at
floor level.
The highest quality waterproof plywood is used for
production of the bottom layer. Both the plywood and
the oak fins undergo a special conditioning process
before production, which reduces the flooring strains
and movement during assembly and later use.
During assembly, the panels are connected in accordance
with precise dimensions and angles. The oak top-layers
used are exactly 4 mm and 6 mm.
There are three top finish layers of special high-quality UV
oils or UV lacquer. These treatments make floor flooring
comfortable to use and allow it to retain its splendid look
for many years.

3 UV oil layers

Production
process

Thickness
Calibration

Drying

UV oiling

4 or 6 mm oak slat

waterproof plywood
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Seasoning

Material
Cutting

Top-layer
Gluing
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flooro oak flo0ring

Technologies

3 UV oil layers

Brushed finish

V2 Bevelling

V4 Bevelling

UV oil penetrates into the wood structure, thus
emphasizing its natural beauty and protecting the
flooring. In its structure, UV oil resembles lacquer, but,
apart from the fact that it penetrates into the wood
and closes the pores in it, it additionally creates a coat
similar to the lacquer structure which facilitates the
maintenance and preservation of flooring protected
in this way.

Removing the soft oak wood texture to obtain small
grooves. It gives the flooring an antique look and
increases its resistance to scratches.

Gentle cutting of sharp side edges along the panel
length. The qualities of oak are exposed in the material
prepared this way. An optical effect is additionally
achieved: the floor seems to be made of single, much
longer panels than in reality.

As with V2 bevelling, this involves gentle cutting of
sharp side edges. However, in the V4 phase, not two,
but all four edges are cut. Individual flooring elements
are visually exposed.

Wood smoking

Floor heating

Bandsawn

Hand scraped

Wood modification with gaseous ammonia. This
treatment allows unusual colours to be obtained,
resembling those of exotic wood, while providing
even greater flooring hardness and stability.

flooro panel flooring can be laid on floor heating
installations.

Creating saw marks on the panel surface,
perpendicular to its length. This gives the flooring
a raw and amazing look.

This woodworking method makes the flooring panels
look like they are hand-whittled. The created grooves
are irregular.
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10

year warranty

17

years of experience

29

unique flooring
finishes

210,000

m² of flooring
sold in 2019

Why choose
flooro
flooring?
The flooro brand was born out of 17 years of
FRUMAX’s experience, a leading and one of the largest
Polish exporters of top quality wooden flooring.
flooro flooring covers a wide size range with
abundant colour selections that will meet the
expectations and needs of even the most demanding
customers.
The FRUMAX company offers a 10-year warranty
on flooro products. The combination of the latest
production technology and unique designs allows
flooring of exceptional quality to be created with the
highest standards of workmanship.
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American
Collection

Arizona
Aspen
Denver
Dallas
Houston
Richmond
Vegas
Wellington
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Smoked grey flooring with visible rust-coloured
elements on the panel surface.

Aspen
The dark colour blends in perfectly with the sapwood
graining. An interior gains a specific climate with
the smoked flooring effect, and a large space will
easily turn into a cosy, classic and charming room.
The product is shipped to the United States and
distributed in the states of Nevada, Arizona and
California.

Stained
Finish
Smoked
Bevel
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Yes
UV oiled
Yes
V2/V4

Bright with a touch of white that will work well in
modern apartments and lounges.

Stained
Finish
Smoked
Bevel

The bright coloured flooring is a perfect solution for
dark interiors, optically adding space. The product
is shipped to the United States and is particularly
popular in the states of Colorado, Kansas and Missouri.

American Collection

American Collection

Arizona

Yes
UV oiled
No
V2/V4

Brushed

Yes

Brushed

Yes

Bandsaw mark

No

Bandsaw mark

No

Hand scraped

No

Hand scraped

No
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Naturally-coloured rustic flooring is a representation
of the old traditional Kashubian style. The flooring
features traverse saw mark motifs. The flooring will
create a natural loft-style interior finish and a graceful
element of suburban and country houses.

Dallas
By applying saw marks and triple oiling, this finish
is ideally suited to places with heavy traffic, such as
restaurants or apartments. The product is shipped
to the United States and is particularly popular in the
states of Colorado, Kansas and Missouri.

An ideal alternative to thermally-treated oak, without
its flaws and with all its qualities. The flooring, with
a variety of brown shades, will suit any design.
The oak wood and its colour make interiors more
natural and noble.

The knots make the flooring look charmingly subtle.
This classic panel distinguishes the natural qualities
of oak wood. It creates an elegant background for
various arrangements, thus it is suitable for both
modern apartment interiors as well as for a rustic
suburban house.

American Collection

American Collection

Denver

The product is shipped to the United States
and is particularly popular in the states of Colorado,
Kansas and Missouri.

Stained
Finish
Smoked
Bevel
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No
UV oiled
No
V2/V4

Stained
Finish
Smoked
Bevel

Yes
UV oiled
No
V2/V4

Brushed

Yes

Brushed

No

Bandsaw mark

Yes

Bandsaw mark

No

Hand scraped

No

Hand scraped

No
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This panel is a blend of different colours. From dark
beige to many shades of brown that mix with the cold
white exposed in brushed wood pores. The original
colour scheme is emphasized by distinctive rings.

Richmond
The smoking process used here makes the material
resistant to distortion and colour damage.
This is versatile flooring that fits in with most
interiors, giving them a distinct look and a touch
of sophistication. The product is shipped to the United
States and distributed in the states of Nevada, Arizona
and California.

Stained
Finish
Smoked
Bevel
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Yes
UV oiled
Yes
V2/V4

A perfect finish when arranging your living space in
a delightful way. The flooring is particularly aesthetic
and durable thanks to the brushing and kerfing
processes (lateral saw mark).

Stained
Finish
Smoked
Bevel

The passage of time makes the flooring even more
visually attractive and unique. The product is shipped
to the United States and distributed in the states of
Nevada, Arizona and California.

American Collection

American Collection

Houston

Yes
Oxidative
Oil
Yes
V2/V4

Brushed

Yes

Brushed

Yes

Bandsaw mark

No

Bandsaw mark

Yes

Hand scraped

No

Hand scraped

No
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A bright floor is a very safe solution. Due to its
subdued colour scheme, it works well with other
delicate shades, but also looks very good with vivid
colours, creating a timeless and mild background for
them.

Wellington
This panel is the essence of the natural qualities
of oak wood. The variety of colours and patterns
makes this flooring suitable for modern apartments
as well. The product is shipped to the United States
and is particularly popular in the states of Colorado,
Kansas and Missouri.

Stained
Finish
Smoked
Bevel
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Yes
UV oiled
No
V2/V4

Elegant and exclusive ebony-coloured flooring that
will give an interior an unusual and noble look.
Black blends perfectly with many colours.
The intense colours are a striking contrast against the
distinctive dark background and colourful elements of
interior design and furniture stand out visibly.

Stained
Finish
Smoked
Bevel

Black flooring adds elegance and luxury to an interior,
thanks to which it will ooze with class and good taste.
The flooring will distinguish the individual personality
of its owner. It will give a specific climate to the
interiors of a flat, apartment or office. The product
is shipped to the United States and is particularly
popular in the states of Colorado, Kansas and Missouri.

American Collection

American Collection

Vegas

Yes
UV oiled
No
V2/V4

Brushed

No

Brushed

No

Bandsaw mark

No

Bandsaw mark

No

Hand scraped

No

Hand scraped

No
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English

Collection

Bristol
Derby
Dover
Luton
Oxford
York
22
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This brown, classy and elegant colour will perfectly
match many interiors. The flooring gives a unique
atmosphere and style.

Derby
A luxury apartment or a lounge will gain an individual
character.

Stained
Finish
Smoked
Bevel
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Yes
UV oiled
No
V2/V4

Distinctive rustic dark flooring, hand-planed and
irregularly bevelled.

Stained
Finish
Smoked
Bevel

It works well in the houses and apartments of
extraordinary design connoisseurs. The product
is particularly popular in England.

English Collection

English Collection

Bristol

No
Oxidative
Oil
Yes
V2/V4

Brushed

Yes

Brushed

Yes

Bandsaw mark

No

Bandsaw mark

No

Hand scraped

No

Hand scraped

Yes
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This panel has been created for enthusiasts of
sophisticated, original solutions – the threedimensional effect of the flooring is created by
a special oak wood pattern.

Luton
The geometric figures backed by a variety of wood
colours deepen the space giving interiors a modern
style. The geometry applied in the wood shape and
colour arrangement creates a modern design that
gives the impression of a three-dimensional space.

Stained
Finish
Smoked
Bevel
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No
Oxidative
Oil
Yes
V2/V4

Aged oak panels with an irregular surface, well
brushed with graining of rustic oak wood features.

Stained
Finish
Smoked
Bevel

Aged, they resemble panels from the early 20th
century. Very popular in the south of England.

English Collection

English Collection

Dover

No
Oxidative
Oil
No
V2/V4

Brushed

No

Brushed

Yes

Bandsaw mark

No

Bandsaw mark

No

Hand scraped

No

Hand scraped

Yes
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One of the most popular English patterns, refined
in every detail. The well-thought-out and logical
arrangement of wood elements makes an interior
prestigious and adds a bit of refinement. It’s simply
the best choice for any lounge. Its appearance may be
associated with an elegant palace interior.

York
It is also a choice for many years – oak wood is
extremely durable and resistant to damage, and its
natural beauty means it will always look great.
Available in many finish options and classifications.

Stained
Finish
Smoked
Bevel
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No
Oxidative
Oil
Yes / No
V2/V4

A very popular pattern in central England. Each
individual element has been selected with particular
emphasis on obtaining wood with regular straight
graining and gloss.

Stained
Finish

This flooring has a honeycomb pattern –
a combination of classic and modern, which is
uniquely decorative and emphasises this inimitable
pattern. Its appearance is associated with the elegant
interior of an exclusive house or a palace.

English Collection

English Collection

Oxford

No
Oxidative
Oil

Smoked

No

Bevel

V6

Brushed

No

Brushed

No

Bandsaw mark

No

Bandsaw mark

No

Hand scraped

No

Hand scraped

No
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European
Collection

Bordeaux

30

Breda

Porto

Kaprun

Venlo

Madrid

San Remo

Malmo

Tilburg

Odessa

Nice

Verona

Imperia

Oslo

Malaga
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Oak flooring in this colour makes interiors more noble
and natural, and at the same time provides a perfect
background for very original interior accessories.

Breda
An interesting offer for those who appreciate modern
solutions and dream of a non-pushy style and
freedom in creating their environment.
The product is sold in France.

Stained
Finish
Smoked
Bevel

32

Yes
UV oiled
No
V2/V4

The natural wood colouring in this model fits in with
elegant arrangements and blends well with dark
accessories, making interiors exquisite and tasteful.
The product is shipped to the Netherlands.

Stained
Finish
Smoked
Bevel

European Collection

European Collection

Bordeaux

Yes
UV oiled
No
V2/V4

Brushed

Tak

Brushed

No

Bandsaw mark

No

Bandsaw mark

No

Hand scraped

No

Hand scraped

No
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Extraordinary flooring with a worn effect, slight
ageing and sapwood exposed in brushed wood
pores.

Madrid
Ideal for classic interiors. The flooring is a subtle
complement to interiors, highlighting their design,
without being overbearing. Our product is particularly
popular in Austria.

Stained
Finish
Smoked
Bevel
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Yes
UV oiled
No
V2/V4

This flooring features a wide range of colours
and a varied ring pattern. Classic, bright and timeless,
it suits both traditional and designer interiors.

Stained
Finish
Smoked
Bevel

Discolouration and knots make it unique. The variety
of colours and patterns makes this flooring ideal for
modern apartments, but also suitable for children’s
rooms, houses or public utility rooms. This product
is our best-seller in Spain and Great Britain.

European Collection

European Collection

Kaprun

No
UV oiled /
Lacquered
No
V2/V4
Yes / No

Brushed

Yes

Brushed

Bandsaw mark

No

Bandsaw mark

No

Hand scraped

No

Hand scraped

No
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A panel with a white tint and irregular arrangement
of rings and sapwood. Knots give it a natural charm.
The flooring will complement smaller spaces that it
will brighten and visually enlarge.

Odessa
It will look great combined with Scandinavian
or English styles, as well as with delicate, pastel
colours. Our product is particularly popular in Sweden
and France.

Stained
Finish
Smoked
Bevel
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Yes
UV oiled
No
V2/V4

This panel has been created for people who
appreciate minimalism and simplicity. The brushed
surface and original graining perfectly complement
any interior – whether arranged in rustic, industrial,
Scandinavian or other styles.

Stained
Finish
Smoked
Bevel

This model represents an infinite variety of designs
and is characterized by a clearly marked wood pattern.
All this provides a unique decorative effect and
underlines the unrepeatable design of the panel.

European Collection

European Collection

Malmo

Our product is particularly popular in Poland, Great
Britain and Ukraine.

Yes
UV oiled
No
V2/V4

Brushed

No

Brushed

Yes

Bandsaw mark

No

Bandsaw mark

No

Hand scraped

No

Hand scraped

No
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It exposes the beauty of mildly smoked oak,
brushed and slightly whitened. The sapwood
was worn and remained only in the brush pores,
which gives the panel its lightness and subtlety.

Oslo
It is perfect for exposed lounges and apartments
as well as all kinds of lofts. Our product is particularly
popular in Italy.

Stained
Finish
Smoked
Bevel
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Yes
UV oiled
Yes
V2/V4

Oslo oak is unique beauty in a minimalist version kept
in a valued Scandinavian style.

Stained
Finish
Smoked
Bevel

It will brighten any room perfectly. The whitened
flooring will give an almost Arctic freshness, especially
to large rooms.

European Collection

European Collection

Verona

Yes
UV oiled
No
V2/V4

Brushed

Yes

Brushed

No

Bandsaw mark

No

Bandsaw mark

No

Hand scraped

No

Hand scraped

No
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Deep dark brown flooring. This classy and elegant
colour will perfectly match many interiors.
The charm is clearly enhanced by the exposed
natural features of wood – diverse graining, knots
and occasional sapwood.

Venlo
The flooring is especially suitable for spacious interiors,
where it adds cosiness and warmth. Our product is
particularly popular in Portugal and Great Britain.

Stained
Finish
Smoked
Bevel

40

No
UV oiled
Yes
V2/V4

Perfect for many different interior designs.
It is an excellent choice for those who value
simplicity, versatility and individualism.

Stained
Finish
Smoked
Bevel

The natural colour of the flooring, the so-called raw
oak effect, perfectly exposes every interior, even
the most demanding ones, creating a sense of balance
with nature. Our product is particularly popular in the
Netherlands.

European Collection

European Collection

Porto

Yes
Oxidative
Oil
Yes
V2/V4

Brushed

No

Brushed

No

Bandsaw mark

No

Bandsaw mark

No

Hand scraped

No

Hand scraped

No
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The flooring is part of the European Collection.
The sapwood rings in the brush, especially visible
in this panel, expose and highlight the natural beauty
of wood.

Tilburg
It contrasts perfectly with vivid interior elements
making them unobtrusive. It fits perfectly into
modern, designer and traditional interiors.
This is our most popular flooring in Italy.

Stained
Finish
Smoked
Bevel
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Yes
UV oiled
No
V2/V4

Versatile flooring with a steamed oak effect.
The warm brown-and-red panels look as if exposed
to high temperatures, which gives the effect of
exceptional cosiness in a room.

Stained
Finish
Smoked
Bevel

The colour is particularly popular in Belgium
and the Netherlands.

European Collection

European Collection

San Remo

Yes
UV oiled
No
V2/V4

Brushed

Yes

Brushed

No

Bandsaw mark

No

Bandsaw mark

No

Hand scraped

No

Hand scraped

No
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Beautiful flooring panels, patinated and smoked.
This traditional colour scheme perfectly matches
classic interiors creating a coherent arrangement
with the décor.

Imperia
It warms up modern interiors and gives them
elegance. Works well in lounges, kitchens and
bedrooms.

Stained
Finish
Smoked
Bevel
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Oak flooring with hand-bevelled panel edge.
It owes its ever-growing popularity to its unusual
colour that adds warmth to an interior and creates
an illusion of space.

Yes
UV oiled
Yes
V2/V4

Stained
Finish
Smoked
Bevel

It fits perfectly with rustic styles. It is a successful
combination of classic and modern.

European Collection

European Collection

Nice

Yes
UV oiled
Yes
Round

Brushed

Yes

Brushed

Yes

Bandsaw mark

No

Bandsaw mark

No

Hand scraped

No

Hand scraped

No
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Flooring in these colours gives interiors style, elegance
and individual form. Interiors finished with the panels
are warmer and thus cosier.

American Collection
If you are a fan of rustic arrangements or trendy hygge
inspirations, then Malaga will be the best choice.
The product is particularly popular in Great Britain
and Spain.

Arizona
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No
V2/V4

Brushed

Yes

Bandsaw mark

No

Hand scraped

No
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The photos show the colours that are standard and most common for each collection. However, as wood naturally has different shades, the actual
colour of the panels may vary slightly from those presented in the catalogue.
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Specifications
Applies to all products presented.

Description

Engineered flooring panel, oiled or lacquered

Design

Depending on the product thickness, the oak wear layer is:
3 / 4 / 6 mm. Waterproof birch plywood base

Wood species

European Oak (Quercus robur)

Oil

UV oil / oxidising oil

Lacquer

UV Lacquer

Adhesive

Water-based D3 adhesive

Thickness

10 / 13 / 15 / 20 mm

Width

70 / 120 / 140 / 160 / 180 / 200 / 220 / 240 / 260 / 300 mm

Length

600 – 3000 mm
(the given length range depends on the width)

Profile

Diamond cutters for tongue and groove

Standard

DIN EN 14342:2013

Fire resistance class

Cfls1 and Dfls1

Density

685 kg/m3

Formaldehyde emission

E1 Class
10 mm – 0,074 W/m K

Thermal conductivity

13 mm – 0,096 W/m K
15 mm – 0,111 W/m K
20 mm – 0,148 W/m K
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Our team
Dawid
A great salesman. Sells flooring, beech
feet and stair components (multiple sales
target record holder). He is taller than
average and has a calm voice.
Privately, he is a car rally driver and
German motoring enthusiast.

Aleksandra
Sells flooring to eastern markets.
Fluent in Russian. Cleanliness
inspector in our facility and database
administrator.

Waldek
Warehouse keeper and handyman.
There’s nothing he can’t do.
Conscientious and accurate.
Fluent in German.

Łukasz
In the team since 2004. Sells window
scantlings and stair components.
Interested in new technologies,
best in physics and mathematics at school.
Privately a hunter, gardener and photographer.

Jarek
The founder of the company,
responsible for strategy
and development.
Privately a lover of grass mowing,
a gardener and a happy father of
three sons. Loves good, white wine.
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Arek
Sells flooring to the furthest corners of
the world. Responsible for the markets:
USA, Australia and New Zealand.
He takes care of our lorries.
Privately, a fan of Bayerische Motoren Werke
cars, an avid carp angler and a lover of good
tea (it’s about the colour of the tipple ;) ).

Artur

Maja
A sales representative for
the French market (fluent in French).
Company lorry dispatcher.
Also responsible for payments.
Keen on good wine and bakes
delicious sugar-free cakes.

Marzena
Chief Accountant. Perfectly
thorough. Huge experience
and knowledge.
Privately loves gardens,
flowers and animals.

An expert, vast experience in selling
and installing flooring and terraces
(14 years). A lover of cars from the
nineties and heavy sounds as well as
an expert in planting and processing
potatoes ;)

Krzysiek
Authority figure, 20 years in the industry.
He started as a lumber salesman, for many
years he worked for a manufacturer of oak
flooring and flooring chemicals.
Has vast know-how, is an expert and
a customer advisor. A mile-eater as a
salesman. Happy father of 4 daughters.
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The head office
of FRUMAX
is the best
advertisement for
flooro products

FRUMAX is based in a Special Economic Zone.
In every corner of our modern building you come
across all types of oak wood used in interior décor.
But that’s not all, we have arranged a rich show-room,
with standards unprecedented in our industry, for both
wholesale and retail customers. Our advisers help our
clients to choose wood suitable for specific purposes
and expectations in this attractive environment.
Humidity and temperature are maintained at a fixed
level in our facility. We guarantee unchanged
conditions for storing products as one of the few
warehouses in Poland. If flooring material is stored
here for half a year or a year, it will not change its
parameters in any way. This is very important for
wooden materials that are extremely sensitive
to any changes.
We know everything about oak flooring. Each customer
can count not only on the highest quality products
in a huge range of colours, but also on professional
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assistance during every stage of cooperation. From
material selection through design and assembly to
subsequent flooring maintenance. Together with the
client, we calculate the number of panels needed
on the basis of a building design. We perform site
inspections, measure the humidity and hardness of
underlayments, and determine the expansion joints
and cork finish. Comprehensive service is one of those
elements that distinguishes us and is appreciated by
our partners.
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The environment
versus our production
and transportation

FSC® – Forest Stewardship Council®
The Forest Stewardship Council is an independent
non-governmental organisation established in 1993
by institutions from 25 countries. The Council has
developed principles and criteria (certification
scheme) in the areas of Forest Management (FM)
and Chain of Custody (CoC) upon the fulfilment
of which organisations representing the timber
management sector can obtain such a certificate.
This demonstrates the full involvement of
the organization in the process of environmentally
friendly product manufacturing practices.
The FSC® standards are intended for the entire
timber management chain and chain of custody
(i.e. from forest to customer). These include, among
other things, processing and trading companies
and wherever we come into contact with products,
processed and unprocessed timber elements,
i.e. also paper.
The globally recognized FSC® logo placed on the
product is a symbol of diligence and attention
to forest areas, their use and management.

•

100% recycling

•

70% of production waste is processed into
pure eco pellets. 30% of the waste is used to
produce heat – in this way we heat the drying
rooms and the production hall.

•

carbon dioxide and carbon
monoxide production
The research we conducted in 2018
showed that we do not exceed 10% of the
permitted gas emissions. Additionally, with
our photovoltaic installations, we have
significantly reduced CO₂ emissions.

•

lorry emissions
All our lorries meet the highest EURO 6
emission standards.

•

packaging
All the film and other packaging that are not
be used are compressed and recycled.
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energy efficiency
Our park is equipped with modern machines
based on inverters and slow start-ups.
Compared to simple and traditional
equipment, they produce many times faster
and more with the same energy demand. We
have installed LED lamps all over the plant.

•

company innovation
For the sake of our staff, we produce based
on advanced and energy-saving technologies
and conduct regular (once a year) dust and
noise tests. We provide comfortable working
conditions in dry and warm rooms. We have
efficient furnaces with advanced filters and
a long combustion process circuit, allowing
maximum use of the burned material and the
emission of a negligible amount of gases into
the atmosphere. We use electric forklifts for
on-site transportation, and we support power
production with photovoltaic installations.

How can you reduce
formaldehyde emissions
in your home?
Install flooro flooring with the lowest
emission for this type of product.
E1 emission class (below 0.05 ppm).
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FRUMAX

owner of the flooro brand
ul. Mieszka I 46
75-213 Koszalin
Phone No +48 94 343 81 74
e-mail: frumax@frumax.com

Distributor:

